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Abstract
The inverse and reverse counterparts of the single-machine scheduling problem 1jjOmax are
studied in [2], in which the complexity classi…cation is provided for various combinations of
adjustable parameters (due dates and processing times) and for …ve di¤erent types of norm:
c1> c2> c1> c§K , and cmaxK . It appears that the R(q2)-time algorithm for the reverse problem
with adjustable due dates contains a ‡aw. In this note we present the structural properties
of the reverse model, establishing a link with the forward scheduling problem with due dates
and deadlines. For the four norms c1> c1> c§K , and cmaxK , the complexity results are derived
based on the properties of the corresponding forward problems, while the case of the norm c2 is
treated separately. As a by-product, we resolve an open question on the complexity of problem
1jj
PmW 2m .
Keywords: Reverse scheduling; Maximum lateness
In this note we consider one of the models studied by Brucker and Shakhlevich [2] in the context
of inverse/reverse optimization. The model deals with the reverse version of problem 1jjOmax.
Unlike the traditional forward problem, in which the exact values of the due dates are given for all
the jobs and the objective is to …nd a job permutation minimizing the maximum lateness, in the
reverse version typical values of the due dates are given and they are to be modi…ed in order to
achieve a target value of maximum lateness.
Formally, in the reverse version of problem 1jjOmax, the jobs in the job set N = f1> 2> = = = > qg
are available at time 0 for processing on a single machine. Associated with each job m 2 N are two
main characteristics, namely the processing time sm and due date gm, both of which are integers.
In a schedule induced by a job permutation , the jobs are scheduled consecutively without idle
time and their completion times are denoted by Fm(), m 2 N . The lateness of job m is de…ned
as Om(>d) = Fm() ¡ gm and the maximum lateness is Omax(>d) = maxfOm(>d)jm 2 Ng. It is
required that the maximum lateness does not exceed a given target value O¤. In order to achieve
the target value, one has to …nd an optimal permutation  and adjusted due dates bgm belonging to
¤Corresponding author. E-mail address : yuanjj@zzu.edu.cn (J.J. Yuan).
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their variability intervals [gm > gm], gm ¸ 0, so that the adjustment cost kbd¡ dk is minimum. Thus
the reverse problem can be formulated as
Problem R: min kbd¡ dk
s.t. Omax(> bd) · O¤ for some permutation >
gm · bgm · gm =
Notice that for each m 2 N , its initial due date gm belongs to [gm > gm ]. Clearly, there exists an
optimal solution with bgm ¸ gm, m 2 N , so in what follows we consider the due date boundaries
[gm> gm] µ [gm > gm].
The deviation jjbd¡ djj is calculated in accordance with one of the following norms:
c1 (Manhattan): kbd¡ dk1> =Pqm=1 m ³bgm ¡ gm´ >
c2 (Euclidean): kbd¡ dk2> =rPqm=1 m ³bgm ¡ gm´2>
c1: kbd¡ dk1> = maxm=1>===>q nm ³bgm ¡ gm´o >
c§K (Hamming): kbd¡ dk§K> =Pqm=1 msgn³bgm ¡ gm´ >
cmaxK (Hamming): kbd¡ dkmaxK> = maxm=1>===>q nmsgn³bgm ¡ gm´o >
where all the coe¢cients m are non-negative.
It is stated in [2] that the reverse problem R can be solved in R(q2) time by an algorithm
that iteratively increases the due dates of the critical jobs in the earliest due date (EDD) schedule.
However, the proposed algorithm has a ‡aw, as can be seen from a two-job counter-example with
parameters s1 = g1 = 1, s2 = g2 = 2, g1 2 [0> 10], g2 2 [0> 10], 1 = 1, 2 = 100, and O¤ = 0. In
this note we …x the ‡aw by reducing problem R to a forward scheduling problem with due dates
and deadlines and by exploiting properties of that problem.
Lemma 1 Depending on the type of the norm
°°°bd¡ d°°°, the reverse problem R is equivalent to one
of the following forward scheduling problems:
(A) 1jdue dates d0> deadlines d00jPmWm, if norm c1> is used;
(B) 1jdue dates d0> deadlines d00j
qPmW 2m , if norm c2> is used;
(C) 1jdue dates d0> deadlines d00jmax fmWmg, if norm c1> is used;
(D) 1jdue dates d0> deadlines d00jPmXm, if norm c§K> is used;
(E) 1jdue dates d0> deadlines d00jmax fmXmg, if norm cmaxK> is used
where the due dates d0 and deadlines d00 are de…ned as
d
0 = d+ O¤> (1)
d
00 = d+ O¤= (2)
Notice that in the equivalent forward problems, the parameters sm and m, m 2 N , are the same as
those in the reverse problem R.
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Proof. We present a proof of Case (A) by establishing a one-to-one correspondence between a
solution to the reverse problem R given by a job permutation  and a solution to problem A given
by the same permutation . In particular, we show that if  is feasible for the reverse problem, it
is also feasible for problem A, and vice versa. Moreover, the optimum objective value for a …xed 
is the same for both problems. This implies that the two problems are equivalent and the global
optimal solutions are the same. Note that for both problems we can consider left-shifted schedules
given by .
Permutation  is feasible for the reverse problem R if there exist adjusted due dates bgm , m 2 N ,
for which the target Omax-value is achieved, and the due date boundaries are satis…ed:
Fm()¡ bgm · O¤> (3)
gm · bgm · gm= (4)
Permutation  is feasible for problem A if the job completion times under  do not exceed their
deadlines g00m = gm + O¤ for all m 2 N :
Fm() · gm + O¤= (5)
Clearly, if (3)-(4) hold for the reverse problem, then (5) is satis…ed for problem A.
Alternatively, if (5) holds for problem A, then by setting bgm in the reverse problem as
bgm = max fgm> Fm()¡ O¤g , m 2 N > (6)
we obtain a solution to the reverse problem satisfying conditions (3)-(4). Indeed, condition (3) and
the left-hand-side of condition (4) immediately follow from (6). To show that the right-hand side
of (4) holds, we observe that (5) implies Fm()¡ O¤ · gm, and together with gm · gm, we get
bgm = max fgm> Fm()¡ O¤g · gm =
Denote by IR() and IA() the optimal objective values of the reverse problem R and of
problem A, respectively, under the assumption that the job permutation  is …xed. For the reverse
problem R with a …xed , the optimal adjusted due dates are given by (6) since any larger values ofbgm are non-optimal: they can be reduced without violating (3)-(4), leading to a smaller adjustment
cost. Hence
IR() =
X
m2N
m
³bgm ¡ gm´ =X
m2N
m max f0> Fm()¡ O¤ ¡ gmg =
For problem A with a …xed ,
IA() =
X
m2N
mWm =
X
m2N
m max
©
Fm()¡ g0m > 0
ª
=
X
m2N
mmax fFm()¡ gm ¡ O¤> 0g =
Thus IR() = IA() and case (A) is proved. The proofs of cases (B)-(E) are similar.
The theorem below is based on a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions to the reverse
problem R and the solutions to problems A-E.
Theorem 1 Depending on the type of the norm kbd¡ dk, the reverse problem R is
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(A) NP-hard in the strong sense if norm c1> is used and NP-hard in the ordinary sense if the
unit-weight norm c1 is used (m = 1 for all m 2 N );
(B) NP-hard in the strong sense if norm c2> is used;
(C) solvable in R(q logq) time if norm c1> is used;
(D) NP-hard in the ordinary sense if norm c§K> is used; it remains NP-hard if the unit-weight norm
c§K is used (m = 1 for all m 2 N ) and the upper bounds on the due dates d are restrictive
(gm ?
Pq
m=1 sm ¡ O¤);
(E) solvable in R(q logq) time if norm cmaxK> is used.
Proof. We start with the NP-hardness results and then proceed with the polynomially solvable
cases.
For the NP-hardness results, consider an instance of the reverse problem R with
gm ¸
qX
m=1
sm ¡ O¤> (7)
which implies
Fm ·
qX
m=1
sm · gm +O¤ = g00m
for all the left-shifted schedules C = (Fm)qm=1. Thus we can ignore the deadline constraints in the
equivalent problems listed in Theorem 1.
The complexity results for version (A) of the reverse problem follow from the NP-hardness in
the strong sense of problem 1jj
PmWm [8, 10] and the NP-hardness in the ordinary sense of problem
1jj
PWm [3].
The strong NP-hardness of version (B) of the reverse problem is proved in the Appendix. To
the best of our knowledge, prior to this research the complexity status of its forward counterpart
1jj
qPmW 2m or equivalently 1jjPmW 2m has been open, see, e.g., [12].
The NP-hardness in the ordinary sense of version (D) of the reverse problem follows from a
similar result known for problem 1jj
PmXm [6]. In the case of unit costs m = 1, m 2 Q , the
problem is solvable in R(q logq) time [11] if the deadlines g00 are unrestrictive, which happens, e.g.,
if they satisfy (7); in the case of small deadlines, problem 1jdue dates d0> deadlines d00j
P
Xm is
NP-hard in the ordinary sense [9].
We now turn to the polynomially solvable cases. Consider version (C) of the reverse problem
and its equivalent counterpart 1jdue dates d0> deadlines d00jmax fmWmg. The optimal value of the
objective in the latter problem is no larger than , where
 = max
m=1>===>q
fmg £
qX
m=1
sm> (8)
provided that gm ¸ 0.
Instead of dealing with deadlines d00, we consider an equivalent problem without deadlines
but with precedence constraints between jobs, namely 1jdue dates d0> precjmax fmWmg. For this
purpose, in addition to the main jobs f1> 2> = = = > qg, we introduce q auxiliary jobs fq + 1> q +
4
2> = = = > 2qg. For each auxiliary job q + m, it is required that the main job m precedes it. The
parameters sq+m and g0q+m for the auxiliary jobs are as follows:
sq+m = 0>
g0q+m = g00m >
where g00m is the deadline parameter of the main job m, 1 · m · q, de…ned by (2). The -parameters
for the auxiliary jobs are selected as su¢ciently large numbers in order to force these jobs to be
scheduled before their due dates g0q+m. For example, if
q+m = 2 for m = 1> = = = > q>
then the optimal schedule for problem 1jdue dates d0> precjmax fmWmg has an objective value
no larger than  only if each auxiliary job q + m completes before g0q+m. Due to the precedence
constraints, in that schedule the associated main job m is completed before job q+ m, so it is before
its deadline g00m , as needed.
For problem 1jdue dates d0> precjmax fmWmg we can apply the R(p+ q logq)-time algorithm
proposed in [4] for problem 1jprecjmax fmWmg, where p is the number of precedence constraints.
Since in our case p = q, we can …nd a solution to problem 1jdue dates d0> precjmax fmWmg with
auxiliary jobs in R(q logq) time and use it as a solution for problem 1jdue dates d0> deadlines d00j
max fmWmg. Finally, (6) provides the optimal adjusted due dates bd for the reverse problem. Clearly,
the time complexity of this approach is R(q logq).
We treat case (E) in a similar fashion by formulating an R(q logq)-time algorithm for its
equivalent counterpart 1jdue dates d0> deadlines d00jmax fmXmg. Introduce an equivalent prob-
lem, namely 1jdue dates d0> precjmax fmXmg, without deadlines but with precedence constraints
between the given jobs m = 1> ¢ ¢ ¢ > q with due dates g0m and auxiliary jobs q+ 1> ¢ ¢ ¢ > 2q such that
sq+m = 0> g0q+m = g00m > q+m = 2>
where  = max fm jm = 1> = = = > qg is the largest value of the objective function. Furthermore, we
add the precedence constraints m ! q+ m for all m = 1> ¢ ¢ ¢ > q.
The algorithm presented below is an adapted version of the algorithm of Lawler [7] (see, e.g.,
Section 4.1.1 in [1]). Considering the set V of unscheduled jobs without successors, the algorithm
selects a job m 2 V with the smallest value m £ sgnmax
n
0> s¡ g0m
o
and schedules it to …nish at
time s, where s is the sum of the processing times of all the jobs that have not been scheduled yet.
The scheduled job m is eliminated from V, its predecessor (if any) is added to V, s is updated, and
the algorithm proceeds in a similar manner.
Algorithm for Problem (E)
1. s :=Pq=1 s ;V := fq+ 1> ¢ ¢ ¢ > 2qg ; imax := 0;
2. While V 6= ? do
3. Schedule a job m 2 V with the smallest value im := m £ sgnmax
n
0> s¡ g0m
o
to …nish
at time s;
4. s := s¡ sm;
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5. V := Vn fmg;
6. If m has a predecessor suh(m), then V := V [ fsuh(m)g;
7. imax := max fimax> img
Endwhile;
8. If imax = 2, then there exists no feasible schedule
For e¢cient implementation of the algorithm, we keep
² all the jobs m 2 V in a list O in non-increasing order of the g0m-values, and
² all the jobs m 2 V with g0m ? s in a second list P in non-decreasing order of the m-values.
To calculate im in Step 3, consider the …rst job m in list O having the largest g0m-value. If s · g0m,
then im = 0 and m is eliminated from O. Otherwise, for all the jobs m 2 V, condition g0m ? s holds
and among these jobs the one with the smallest im-value can be found as the …rst job in P . It will
be eliminated from O and P .
When s is decreased in Step 4, the relevant jobs have to be eliminated from P . This can be
done using list O.
If a job m is added to V, then m is added to O, and in case g0m ? s, it is also added to P .
To perform insertion into and deletion from the lists in an e¢cient way, O andP are organized
as doubly linked lists. Furthermore, we add a pointer from each job m 2 V to its position in the
lists. Thus, each insertion and deletion can be executed in at most R (logq) time. Since there are
at most R (q) insertions and deletions, we have an R (q logq)-time algorithm.
Remark: As shown in the proof of case (D) of Theorem 1, NP-hardness in the ordinary sense
of problem R under the norm c§K> follows from the NP-hardness in the ordinary sense of problem
1jdue dates d0> deadlines d00jPmXm. Notice that no pseudo-polynomial time algorithm is known
for the latter problem even if m = 1 for all m 2 N , and it is an open question whether problem
1jdue dates d0> deadlines d00jPmXm is NP-hard in the strong sense. This implies that the same
open question remains for the reverse problem under the norm c§K>.
Appendix
The proof of Theorem 1, Case (B). The decision version of problem R is clearly in NP. We
perform a reduction from the strongly NP-complete problem 3-PARTITION [5].
3-PARTITION: Given a set of 3w positive integers d1> d2> = = = > d3w and an integer E such thatP3w
l=1 dl = wE and E@4 ? dl ? E@2 for 1 · l · 3w, can the index set L = f1> 2> = = = > 3wg be
split into w disjoint 3-element subsets L1> L2> = = = > Lw such that
P
l2Lm dl = E, 1 · m · w?
Given an instance (d1> d2> = = = > d3w;E) of 3-PARTITION, let P =
q
1
6
w(w+ 1)(2w+ 1)E and
O = 1
2
w(w + 1)(2w + 1)E2 = 3EP2. An instance of the reverse problem R is characterized by the
following parameters:
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² job set N = f1> 2> = = = > 4wg consisting of normal jobs f1> 2> = = = > 3wg and partition jobs f3w +
1> 3w+ 2> = = = > 4wg;
² for the normal jobs, m = sm = dm , gm = 0, gm = w(O+E)> 1 · m · 3w;
² for the partition jobs, m = (O+E)P + 1, s3w+m = O, g3w+m = mO+ (m ¡ 1)E, g3w+m = g3w+m,
1 · m · w;
² the target value of the maximum lateness is O¤ = 0;
² the threshold value of the due date adjustment cost is \ = (O+E)P .
In the decision version of the reverse problem R, we are required to …nd out whether there exists
a job permutation  and adjusted due dates bd such that Omax(> bd) · O¤ and jjbd¡ djj2> · \ .
Suppose the constructed instance of 3-PARTITION has a solution L1> L2> = = = > Lw. Without loss
of generality, we assume that Lm = f3m ¡ 2> 3m ¡ 1> 3mg, 1 · m · w. We show that the permutation
 = (3w+ 1> 1> 2> 3> 3w+ 2> 4> 5> 6> = = = > 3w+ n> 3n ¡ 2> 3n ¡ 1> 3n> = = = > 4w> 3w¡ 2> 3w¡ 1> 3w)
and the vector bd of adjusted due dates,
bgm = Fm()> 1 · m · 3w>bg3w+m = g3w+m > 1 · m · w>
de…ne a feasible solution to the decision version of the reverse problem R.
Indeed, the due dates of all the jobs satisfy the boundaries
£
gm> gm
¤
, 1 · m · 4w. The total
processing time of each triple of normal jobs 3n¡2> 3n¡1> 3n positioned in  between two partition
jobs is E so that
Om(> bd) = Fm()¡ bgm = 0> 1 · m · 4w>
and the target value of Omax is achieved .
To demonstrate that jjbd¡ djj2> · \ we use the following conditions
bgm ¡ gm = Fm() · l m3m (O+E)> 1 · m · 3w>bgm ¡ gm = 0> 3w+ 1 · m · 4w=
It follows that³
jjbd¡ djj2>´2 = 3wX
m=1
mF2m () ·
wX
n=1
(d3n¡2 + d3n¡1 + d3n) [n(O+E)]2 = E(O+E)2
wX
n=1
n2
= E(O+E)2 £ 1
6
w(w+ 1)(2w+ 1) = \ 2=
On the other hand, suppose that (> bd) is a solution to the instance of the reverse problem with
Omax(> bd) · O¤ and jjbd¡ djj2> · \ . We denote by Nn the subset of normal jobs that appear in
 after the partition job 3w+ n and by Sn their total processing time. For completeness, we de…ne
Sw+1 = 0. The following sequence of statements proves that 3-PARTITION has a solution.
1. There are no idle times in the schedule given by .
2. The partition jobs satisfy Fm() · gm , 3w+ 1 · m · 4w.
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3. The partition jobs appear in permutation  in the order of their numbering.
4. The total processing time of the jobs in Nn satis…es Sn ¸ (w¡ n + 1)E.
5. The total processing time of the jobs in Nn satis…es Sn · (w¡ n + 1)E.
6. Between the two partition jobs 3w+ n and 3w+ n + 1, there are three normal jobs NnnNn+1,
and their total processing time is E.
Statement 1 is satis…ed since the last job completes at time
P4w
m=1 sm = w(O+E) and it cannot
exceed its adjusted due date bounded by max1·m·4w
©
gm
ª
= w(O+E).
Statement 2 holds since bgm cannot exceed gm and gm = gm for any partition job.
To prove Statement 3, suppose that for x ? y, a partition job 3w+ y appears before a partition
job 3w+ x. Let 3w+ y be the …rst partition job with this property. Then, taking into account that
all the partition jobs are of length O, F3w+x() ¸ (x + 1)O, which exceeds the maximum allowed
due date g3w+x = xO+ (x¡ 1)E:
F3w+x()¡ g3w+x ¸ (x+ 1)O¡ xO¡ (x¡ 1)E = O¡ (x¡ 1)E A O¡ wE A 0=
To prove Statement 4, we consider the fragment of the schedule starting with the partition job
3w + n. Job 3w + n is followed by w ¡ n partition jobs of total length (w¡ n)O and by the normal
jobs Nn of total length Sn. Due to Statement 1, the completion time of the last job is w(O+E):
F3w+n() + (w¡ n)O+ Sn = w(O+E)=
Since job 3w+ n should be completed no later than g3w+n = nO+ (n ¡ 1)E, we obtain:
Sn = wE + nO¡F3w+n() ¸ wE + nO¡ (nO+ (n ¡ 1)E) = (w¡ n + 1)E=
To prove Statement 5, we use the estimate:
³
jjbd¡ djj2>´2 ¸ 3wX
m=1
mF2m () ¸
wX
n=1
(Sn ¡ Sn+1)(nO)2 = O2
wX
n=1
(2n ¡ 1)Sn=
Suppose that S} ¸ (w ¡ } + 1)E + 1 for some 1 · } · w. Since for the remaining values, Sn ¸
(w¡ n + 1)E due to Statement 4, we obtain:
³
jjbd¡ djj2>´2 ¸ O2ÃE wX
n=1
(2n ¡ 1)(w¡ n + 1) + (2} ¡ 1)
!
=
We calculate the sum on the right hand side:
wX
n=1
(2n ¡ 1)(w¡ n + 1) =
wX
n=1
(2nw¡ 2n2 + 2n ¡ w+ n ¡ 1) =
wX
n=1
((2w+ 3)n ¡ 2n2)¡ w2 ¡ w
= (2w+ 3)£ 1
2
w(w+ 1)¡ 2
6
w (w+ 1) (2w+ 1)¡ w2 ¡ w
=
1
6
w (w+ 1) (2w+ 1) + 1
6
w (w+ 1)£ 6¡ w2 ¡ w = 1
6
w(w+ 1)(2w+ 1)=
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It follows that³
jjbd¡ djj2>´2 ¸ O2µ1
6
w(w+ 1)(2w+ 1)E + (2} ¡ 1)
¶
= O2
¡
P2 + (2} ¡ 1)
¢
¸ O2
¡
P2 + 1
¢
= O2P2 + 3EOP2 A (O+E)2P2 = \ 2>
a contradiction to the assumption that jjbd¡ djj2> · \ .
As a consequence of Statements 4 and 5, we conclude that Sm = (w¡ m +1)E, 1 · m · w. Hence
the normal jobs between the partition jobs 3w + m and 3w + m + 1 have a total processing time E,
1 · m · w ¡ 1. Since E@4 ? sm = dm ? E@2 for 1 · m · 3w, each such set must contain exactly
three jobs. Thus the splitting of the normal jobs into triples de…nes a solution to the instance of
3-PARTITION.
Notice that the proof can be easily extended for the case of equal upper bounds for all the due
dates, i.e.,
gm = w(O+E) =
4wX
m=1
sm > 1 · m · 4w=
In spite of the large gm, each partition job m, 3w + 1 · m · 4w, is forced to be completed no later
than gm since completing it at time gm + 1 or later incurs a high cost for adjusting bgm and results
in jjbd ¡ djj2> ¸ (O+ E)P + 1 A \ . Thus the equivalent problem 1jjPmW 2m with unrestrictive
deadlines is strongly NP-hard as well.
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